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Our customers

n

agels manufactures more than 1,000 different ticket types for a wide range of industries. Whatever
you need, from a standard option to an entirely bespoke design, we’ll provide the perfect solution.
Here are a few of the major markets for our tickets:

road

W

irports are a gateway to the world
To support this complex system, we
provide everything from parking tickets
and boarding cards, to PVC-RFID and
magnetic stripe ID-cards. All of our products
are available with multiple technology
applications and security features.

sea

rail

n

agels is the international leader in the manufacturing and supply of machine issue tickets for the
parking and transport sectors. Operating 15 companies in 10 countries, producing more than 4.5
billion of tickets annually, with products used in more than 80 countries across the world. This success
is based on our ability to provide innovative products that meet international demands, simultaneously
responding to industry developments and creating tailored solutions.
Our consistent and sustained growth can be attributed to the quality and functionality of our products,
which are managed by highly skilled teams of ticket specialists dedicated to helping businesses to thrive.

O

ne of our biggest areas of growth is the mass transit industry, in which we play a pioneering role.
Always at the cutting edge of technology, nagels has evolved to become one of the most trusted
and reliable manufacturers of magnetic, barcode and smart ticket products. nagels tickets are now used
across the world by transit operators and municipalities alike, each with its own unique requirements.
With the objective to deliver the perfect solution, we work in close relationship with the original equipment
manufacturers (OEM) and system integrators. This leads to uncompromised quality and performance,
providing optimum reliability, security and functionality. From smart solutions to thermal rolls, our knowledge,
expertise and production capability can support projects of any size.

A

hether it’s standard bus ticketing
rolls, toll road systems using
magnetic stripe or RFID enabled wind
screen tags, we will provide the perfect
solution.

The company

Mass Transit

air

T

ickets are often used for multiple
applications on board, including cabin
keys and reservation tickets. Our tickets
are used internationally by the industries
leading ferry & shipping operators.
These specially developed products
are designed to be cost effective while
retaining the quality and performance
expected by the operators and the
passenger.

W

ith rail transportation continuing to
gain in popularity, it’s important to
streamline passenger interaction. Whether
using a traditional magnetic ticket,
contactless smart technology, or standard
thermal rolls ticketing, performance is
paramount to the success of your daily
operations.

Why

?
Manufacturing Quality

Customer Service

Ticket functionality is key to ensure the successful operation of our customer’s transit
operations. Throughout the whole production process, we work according to the ISO 9001,
ISO 14001 and ISO 27001 standards to ensure the best possible quality for our products. No
matter where in the world our tickets are used, we consider the environmental and climatic
conditions when advising on the construction of your tickets. Our QRFT (Quality Right First
Time) approach to the manufacture and supply process means that you always receive the
highest quality tickets from the industry’s global leader. nagels stocks an extensive range
of materials ensuring lead times are minimised while quality is never compromised.

Our customers can rely on our experienced customer service team which, in turn, has more
than 40 years’ experience in servicing the ticket industry. The customer service team is
multilingual enabling nagels to operate internationally.

Certified Supplier

Environment

Due to our long-established relationships and close cooperation with most OEMs and
system integrators, we know exactly what specifications and materials are required to
ensure the smooth operation of your ticket issuing system. As a certified and recommended
ticketing manufacturer, nagels works closely with our partners to ensure all aspects of the
ticket supply from concept to roll out meet the system functionality requirements.

nagels also focuses on the environmental implications of printed media. This is why our
procurement team source materials with Chain of Custody certifications from sustainable
resources and provide FSC®/ISO 14001 accredited products whenever it is possible.
nagels works hard to reduce our carbon footprint by implementing various initiatives, such
as using sustainable energy at our production facilities.

Technical Support
Our technical team consists of the industry’s most experienced
specialists, all of whom come from engineering and print production
backgrounds with many years experience in the manufacture of
transit ticketing. As a result, our customers can remain confident
that all advice and support is implemented by a seasoned
professional. We also provide detailed guidance to ensure
that the client is given all relevant information and advice,
thereby optimising the quality and performance of their
tickets.

Gilles Péret

-Head of Project Management-

Sales Team
nagels has a sales team based in every continent. With more than 90 years’ experience in
ticket sales, our team is always available to discuss your requirements.

Product Features

Additional features

I

We can offer a range of other product features, which can be applied to all tickets.

n order to guarantee the smooth running of your business, the type of ticket and its construction are
critical. You can choose from a variety of different construction & security features, matching the right
solution to your specific requirements and guaranteeing a strong return on investment.

Thermal Rolls
We supply travel tickets for thermal and thermal transfer printing on rolls. We use optimised
material to ensure our thermal rolls meet the highest standards.

Barcode
nagels offers an extensive range of thermal coated materials, compatible with all OEM and
system integrator systems. As barcode technology continues to gain popularity around
the world, detailed consideration is needed to ensure that the base material and coatings
developed are suitable not only for the issuing system, but the environment in which the
tickets are used. Our team can provide guidance and advice in identifying the best grade to
suit your operations, no matter where in the world you’re based.

Magnetic Strip
Due to their ease of use and dependability, tickets with magnetic strips have remained a
popular option for decades. Suitable for a variety of applications, magnetic tape can be
applied with either cold glue or heat transfer, using HiCo (2750oe/4000oe) or LoCo (300oe)
tape in differing widths and colours.
PROXIMITY DISPOSABLE RFID TICKETS

RFID

APPLICATION
Limited use / disposable media for:
Mass Transit:Train, bus, tram, ferry, metro, airline. Parking Management: season, pay on foot, display. Leisure: sports, events, theme parks,
museums, festivals, attractions, galleries. Identification & Access Control: security, tracking.
In addition to their prime function as a travel or access ticket we can incorporate electronic purses for purchasing adjacent products or services
such as food, refreshments, parking, magazines, newspapers and merchandise. We can also combine High Frequency close proximity read chips
with long distance reading UHF technology for movement monitoring to provide a complete data picture for our clients.

We manufacture paper and PVC cards fitted with RFID technology for various applications:
low frequency (125 kHz, e.g. Hitag), high frequency (13.56 MHz, e.g. Mifare®) and ultra-high
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
frequency (e.g. Higgs 3). Our smart products are produced at our headquarters in Germany
utilising the latest manufacturing techniques and hardware allowing full control at every
stage of the productionFUNCTIONALITY
process.

Security Features
We can add security features into your product for a greater protection. This can range from
a simple low-level solution, such as day-glow inks or fluorescing fibres in the substrate,
to hot-stamped holograms or embossing. A range of security inks that react to various
external factors as a means of confirming authenticity of the product along with print and
plate technologies is available. Examples of this application are coin-reactive and thermo
chromic inks that can be added into the product design. Additionally, secure encoding of the
product is available for magnetics or RF technology if desired.

Magnetic
strip

RF technologies
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Security
colours

Formats

Holograms
Fluorescent
fibers

We are able to produce transit tickets in a range of formats including: fanfold tickets, cut
singles, and in rolls to specific sizes. We have a wide range of options when it comes to
material weights and microns, and these are used subject to the transit location, system
type and operational requirements.

Materials specially adapted for machine issuing and challenging climatic conditions.
Compatible with POS direct thermal or retransfer printers and Automated Ticketing Machines.
Format
Total Thickness
Packaging

Frequency
Data transfer
RF interface
Compatibility
Memory
EEPROM
Unique S/N

ID1 - ISO IEC 7810
From 300 to 450 μm
Single cut, fanfolded, booklets and endless roll stocks.

13,56 MHz
106Kbit/s
ISO 14443 A/B
Mifare, Calypso.
read only or read / write
From 176 bit to 1024 byte
7 byte UID

OTP area
Anti-collision
Transaction time
Reading distance
Endurance
Data retention

Yes
Yes
Less than 100 ms
Up to 100 mm
10 000 or 100 000 cycles
5 or 10 years

OPTIONS
Graphic personalization on both sides, Special punching, OCR marking, Barcodes, QR codes, data matching, Initialization and chip encoding
utilizing SAMs.

		

Imprint variable data
(chip ID, numbering, barcode,...)

Colours and Design
When designing your tickets, our in-house artwork team will assist with the layout and any
restrictions, providing advise and support to maximise appearance and impact with the
clients. Our printing presses can print up to 10 colours with the additional benefit of a range
of optional security features.

Imprint flexo
CMYK or Pantone shades UV printing
Top material
Matt, gloss or thermosensitive paper
Synthetic foil (PP,PE,PET,PVC)
Hot melt

Etched inlay
(PET film + antenna + IC)
Hot melt
Base material
Matt, gloss or thermosensitive paper
Synthetic foil (PP,PE,PET,PVC)

INTEGRATED
INTEG
GRATED CIRCUIT
NXP Mifare UL & ULC, mini, 1K
ST Microelectronics SRI 512, SRT512
Other ICs available on request.
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Materials
nagels only uses materials which have been tested and approved by the OEMs. This gives
all our customers around the world confidence to run their transit operation using nagels
tickets. The materials available range from basic paper grades to thermal coated premium
substrates, and include environmentally friendly products. We also offer composite materials,
thermo-composite materials, synthetic films and thermal coated films. All of these options
are supplied in varying thicknesses and weights, allowing customisation to suit your needs.
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Understanding the client’s needs and
providing technical guidance

A

t the beginning of the contract, our experts were on site in Turkey to visit system facilities and
analyse local requirements. When necessary, nagels sends out experts to every area where
advice is needed, to ensure fully functional products.
In accordance with the OEM´s specifications, we discussed several materials and functional ticket
variations to develop the ideal product suitable for all participating cities. Turkey experiences a
range of climatic conditions, so the RFID ticket needed to be functional in all temperatures
for areas including Antalya and Sivas (north-east Turkey). Covert security features were also
incorporated into the product offering a high level of protection. In order to provide overt fraud
protection, various solutions including hologram technology were integrated. Our subsidiary
nagels Eurasia took over advisory and completion in Turkish language.

2

Layout creation

T

he ticket layout was created by our artwork department in close collaboration with each
city office to ensure individual designs met specific requirements. As soon as layouts were
developed, a hard proof was sent to the authorities to provide a visual example.

Case Study
Mass Transit tickets for major cities in Turkey

A

s an international provider of mass transit
access solutions, we supply operators
all around the world. nagels was requested
by a major Turkish public transport operator
to supply an RFID season tickets for bus and
tram systems in several Turkish cities. As with
many official transport operators, our project
partner had strict guidelines and requirements
in regards to compliance and technical
applications. In this project, special attention
was given to addressing fraud protection due
to a high percentage of historic fraudulent use.
On securing the tender for production and
confirmation of delivery for all major Turkish
cities, we started the following process.
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Ensuring delivery

D

ue to difficult administrational and storage conditions, just-in-time delivery was a necessity
for our client, so we developed a supply chain that enabled us to deliver tickets within
24 hours to all city locations. To ensure that cities can order individually, we established an
intermediate storage and distribution center in Istanbul in cooperation with nagels Eurasia.
Our e-portal allows the client to manage stocks and deliveries, monitor stock volumes and
place orders at the click of a button.

4

Production

O

ur production capacity allows us to provide flexibility with even high order volumes.
Production commenced in 2012 and has been running successfully since, with well in
excess of 150,000,000 cards supplied to date.

webshop

Worldwide expertise in ticketing

O

ur webshop has been designed to help you manage the ordering of tickets and products supplied
by nagels. The ease of placing orders and following the process through to the delivery makes it
easy for our customers to work with nagels.

Production

Branch

Selling Agency

4.5

15

Bil. Tickets

Simple and intuitive
user interface

All ticket versions
directly accessible

Companies

300
Employees

83
Countries

members of nagelsgroup
Extensive protection through
SSL encryption

Detailed reporting and
analysis functions

T

he nagelsgroup consists of highly specialised companies with the shared ambition for future
growth. Each business works to our core principles while maintaining individuality, providing
unique skills that benefit our customers and the ticketing and print industry in general.

Choose

n

agels is an established print solution provider active in a range of business sectors. With expertise
in transit ticketing many transport operators are moving across to nagels, and are benefiting from
our support and service, grouped with our extensive product know-how and ability to tailor a ticket
solution to meet their needs.
The smarter choice for ticketing.
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